Scene's 3D modelling, gesture recognition and motion tracking are fields in rapid and continuous development which have caused growing demand on interactivity in video-game and e-entertainment market. Starting from the idea of creating a sensor that allows users to play without having to hold any remote controller, the Microsoft Kinect device was created. The Kinect has always attract researchers in different fields, from robotics to Computer Vision (CV) and biomedical engineering as well as third-party communities that have released several Software Development Kit (SDK) versions for Kinect in order to use it not only as a game device but as measurement system. Microsoft Kinect Fusion control libraries (firstly released in March 2013) allow using the device as a 3D scanning and produce meshed polygonal of a static scene just moving the Kinect around. A drawback of this sensor is the geometric quality of the delivered data and the low repeatability. For this reason the authors carried out some investigation in order to evaluate the accuracy and repeatability of the depth measured delivered by the Kinect. The paper will present a throughout calibration analysis of the Kinect imaging sensor, with the aim of establishing the accuracy and precision of the delivered information: a straightforward calibration of the depth sensor in presented and then the 3D data are correct accordingly. Integrating the depth correction algorithm and correcting the IR camera interior and exterior orientation parameters, the Fusion Libraries are corrected and a new reconstruction software is created to produce more accurate models.
INTRODUCTION
Scene's 3D modelling and motion tracking are sectors in continuous and quickly development. The videogames industry has been characterized by a recent boost in the field of gesture recognition, in order to allow users to have more immersive and funny game experience. Starting from the idea of creating a sensor that allows users to play without holding any controller, Microsoft Corporation launched the Kinect sensor in 2010. The Kinect sensor has always attracted research from different fields -from robotics (El-Iaithy et al, 2012 , Oliver et al, 2012 to Computer Vision (Han et al., 2013) , from biomedical engineering (Alnowami et al, 2012 , Guevara et al, 2013 to archaeology (Richards-Rissetto et al., 2012 ) -due to its 3D capabilities and low-cost. In a short while Software Development Kit (SDK) realized by third-party communities have been released enabling to use the device not only as a game device, but also as a measurement device (Khoshelham, 2011; Menna et al., 2011; Mankhoff et al., 2012; Chow and Lichti, 2013) . In June 2011, Microsoft released its official control libraries and SDK for full body motion capture, facial and vocal recognition. The most recent Fusion Libraries (firstly released in March 2013) allow to use the device as a low-cost scanning sensor and to quickly produce polygonal/meshed 3D models just moving the Kinect around the scene. A drawback of this sensor is the geometric quality of the delivered 3D data and the low repeatability: for example, if one compares different subsequent frames acquired without moving the Kinect, it is frequent to have different measurements corresponding to the same pixel or even no-data information at all. Following these open research issues, the paper evaluates the accuracy and repeatability of the depth maps delivered by the Kinect sensor as well as the strength and weakness of Kinect Fusion Libraries (section 3.1). The article presents firstly a thorough calibration and a performance analysis of the Kinect imaging sensors, with the aim to evaluate accuracy and precision of the acquired information. Then a straightforward calibration procedure of the depth images is performed to estimate the error committed by the sensor as a function of the distance between the system and the object. The delivered 3D data are corrected accordingly, as well as the Infrared (IR) camera interior and exterior orientation. Finally a new reconstruction software that integrates and correct the Fusion Libraries is created. The approach was tested in different indoor scenarios at different scales. Results are reported and commented. 
THE KINECT SENSOR AND THE GEOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF ITS OPTICAL SENSORS

The Microsoft Kinect sensor
RGB an IR camera calibration
The RGB camera is an Aptina MT9M112 CMOS sensor with a maximum resolution of 1280x1024 pixel. A specific graphic user interface (GUI) was coded to control the sensor and show the video stream on the computer's display and grab single video frames. So it is possible to rotate and translate the sensor in the correct position and acquire only the desired frames for the calibration procedure. The same procedure was followed to calibrate the IR sensor, an Aptina MT9M001 CMOS sensor. In this case the IR projector was covered with the aim to avoid interference between the projected speckle pattern and the camera calibration target recognition tool. For the geometric calibration of the two sensors, a standard photogrammetric bundle adjustment is used. The estimated IO (Interior Orientation) parameters are reported in Table 1 . 
Camera name
Image sensors data analysis
In order to evaluate the precision of the Kinect, the different data acquired by the Kinect sensors (RGB, IR images and the raw depth measurements) were statistically analysed. To this end 100 subsequent images were captured. The image frame rate used was 30 fps, so it is possible to assume no environmental changes (i.e. illumination changes) during the time the test was realized. Although the sensors resolution is equal to 1280x1024 all the data were saved as 640x480 images. Microsoft libraries allow to acquire data from the IR camera only with a lower resolution so, in order to have data fully comparable, also the RGB data were acquired with the same resolution of the IR camera. A statistical treatment of the repeated measurements was performed: for each corresponding pixel the average value and the standard deviation were computed. For the RGB images the analysis was realized separating the three image channels. It is quite evident a certain level of variation of the intensity value registered, especially in correspondence of the object boundaries. It is also interesting to notice how the green channel is characterized by lower variations, maybe because the elements sensitive to green light are, in the Bayer scheme, double of those sensible to blue or red light. The same analysis was performed also for the IR images (see Figure 2 ). It is worth to notice that the larger standard deviations are probably due to the data stored at 16 bit (65536 tonal values). By analysing the value of a pixel selected near the image centre over a sequence of 100 subsequent frames (see Figure 3 ) a systematic trend is not visible and a moderate noise is observed. The Microsoft SDK allows accessing also the raw depth data measured by the Kinect sensor (expressed in mm, with a nominal resolution of 1 mm), but to our knowledge it is not possible to perform image matching with the speckle pattern data because the projected pattern is not known. As previously done for RGB and IR image, the mean and the standard deviations of each correspondent pixel on the different frames were computed: as the sensors delivered data equal to zero when it is not able to perform any measurement at all, null values were removed from the computation.
In Figure 4 the standard deviation colour map created from the depth measurements is shown. The object boundaries are not well defined and some vertical bands are also present within the map as already reported in previous works (Menna et al, 2011; Chow and Lichti, 2013) . 
Depth measurement accuracy
The Kinect depth camera is able to collect data in the range 0.80-4.00 meters, but as the baseline between the IR camera and the IR pattern projector is very short (around 7.4 cm) it is important to quantify the error committed by the measurement system when the distance between the sensor and the object increases. For this reason a straightforward calibration procedure was performed estimating the error committed by the sensor as a function of the distance to the object. During the tests, the sensor was located at known distances from a reference plane and progressively moved away from the wall chosen as a reference plane (from 0.80 to 4.00 meters with regular step). The distances were measured with a laser distance meter at the two sensor extremities, in order to limit some possible rotation effect. For each sensor position, 100 depth maps were acquired, storing the data in 16 bit images, thus allowing a discretization equal to the sensor resolution (1 mm).
As the procedure described above does not give information on how the error spreads out over the entire image format, the analysis was extended to the whole depth map opportunely transformed in point cloud. A least squares fitting plane was computed on the point clouds of the flat wall registered at the different distances. Residuals between each point cloud and the corresponding plane were computed. Figure 5 shows a colour map of the residuals from the least squares plane computed at a distance of 0.8 meters. The depth map was obtained considering 100 acquisitions (with the sensor fixed at a distance equal to 0.80 meters) and computing the average value for each corresponding pixel. Important systematic radial effects are quite evident especially toward the corners of the sensed area, as known from the literature. The behaviour is very similar also for the other planes measured at larger distances. These errors show that a simple correction computed as difference between a reference measured value and the one delivered by the Kinect would be correct only locally. On the contrary a better procedure of depth map calibration may consist in using the residuals from the plane as corrections (with inverted signs) for each pixel of the depth map. The corrections should be computed for different reference planes at different distances and stored in form of a multi-dimensional matrix. Then for a given depth value delivered from the Kinect, a correction may be linearly interpolated between the corresponding values of the closest planes. This procedure was tested in laboratory and gave promising results in terms of improvements of the depth map accuracy. At the same time it resulted too time consuming and therefore, considering that the most common application of the Kinect sensor are for visualization purposes, a simpler method was found and is exposed hereafter. By observing the histogram of residuals and the colour map in the center of the sensor format ( Figure 5 ), the residuals are normally distributed around zero with a standard deviation approximately of 2.5-3 mm that is very close to the expected theoretical precision of the Kinect (Menna et al., 2011) . At the corners instead, systematic errors are significantly larger probably due to an inappropriate modelling of optical distortions. For this reason a less rigorous procedure but faster and simpler to be implemented consisted in discarding the depth map values with a radial distance larger than 300 pixel from the center. While the Kinect was moved, new objects such as the floor appeared in the images. Therefore, the statistical analysis was conducted selecting a region equal to 100x100 pixel, located as centred as possible and corresponding only to the wall chosen as the reference plane. A portion of the images as centred as possible was used as there are some important border effect that must be tacked into account if one want to create point clouds or models using the frame in all its extension. For each acquisition step the average and the standard deviation of each corresponding pixel in the patch selected on the 100 images registered was compute, as well as the distance from the interpolating plane calculated applying the least square method. Considering the distances with respect to the interpolating plane, any possible residual rotation effect existent between the sensor and the surface was removed. The deviation of the data delivered by the Kinect from a flat surface perpendicular to the sensor itself was also evaluated. Following this procedure, a unique correction for a specific distance can be applied to the whole depth image.
THE NEW IMPLEMETED SOFTWARE
Kinect Fusion Libraries
The Kinect Fusion Libraries, firstly released by Microsoft on March 2013, allow an user holding and moving a Kinect to perform a real-time 3D reconstruction of an indoor scene. The system integrates and merges consecutive depth data, assuming that the relative position between the sensor and the object changes over time, reconstructing a final single dense surface 3D model Newcombe et al., 2011) . The depth data registered by the Kinect, usually provide a low quality 3D model. Being the resolution of the incoming depth map limited to 1 mm and being the coded light approach not always robust enough to provide high level of completeness in the reconstructed scene, the 3D model extracted from a single acquisition is usually stepped and with missing parts. Moreover, as discussed in section 2.2, the data registered by the sensor are normally very noisy. Due to commercial reasons, the Kinect Fusion algorithms (and its source code) are not available to the developer community. Nonetheless, Microsoft documentation, regarding the libraries workflow, is pretty explanatory: at first the raw depth image coming from the sensor is converted and integrated with pointwise surface normal information. Using some sort of iterative alignment algorithm, probably similar to an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) procedure, the Sensor-to-World (S2W) transformation is computed. Assuming the sensor changes its position over time acquiring a scene from different viewpoints, the Fusion Libraries computes the instantaneous sensor poses (locations and orientations). Then the aligned depth maps are merged together using a sort of 3D running average. Finally the reconstruction volume can be exported as a triangulated mesh or raycasted from a (virtual) sensor pose to be visualized. The whole workflow is summarized (in dark blue colour) in Figure  6 .
Our software implementation
After some preliminary tests in laboratory, it was clear that the exterior orientation parameters estimated by the Kinect Fusion camera tracking module are affected by not negligible errors. The camera poses, registered when the sensor reconstructs an object rotating on a turning table for multiple turns, does not describes a single circle. Moreover the sensor is not stable in its measurement and a systematic error in depth measurement is committed. Therefore, starting from the Kinect Fusion libraries, a new software was created in order to correct each frame according to the calibration results previously obtained and to enforce the camera poses. The implemented procedure is characterized by two main steps: a first phase (Figure 6 ), where only the raw depth data and the corresponding Exterior Orientation (EO) parameters, estimated by the Fusion ICP procedure, are stored. In a second stage (Figure 7) , the orientation parameters of each depth frame are corrected by imposing some constraints. The procedure supposes that the acquisition is performed moving the object using a turning table: in this way the relative object-sensor motion is represented by a circular trajectory. Then all the Fusion-evaluated sensor EOs are loaded to estimates a best fit circular trajectory. During the acquisition, subsequent Sensorto-Object space transformations coming from the ICP procedure accumulate errors that produce drift phenomena in the estimated trajectory. For this reason the optimal circular sensor path should not be evaluated using concurrently all the positions acquired (the circular path moves randomly along the sequence); rather the instantaneous drift entity for each frame should be evaluated using just some previous and following position. As a matter of fact, however, considering that the drifts for short sequences are quite limited, the two estimation procedures produce identical results, and estimating the circle that best fits all the sensor positions is much simpler and, above all, much faster. Every frame position are consequently corrected imposing that the sensor centre must lay on the estimated trajectory: unless an angular displacement is provided for each frame, this means that the sensor centres are projected directly on the estimated circle. With this constraint the sensor pose cannot be corrected. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Small statue
A first test was realized to understand potentialities and weaknesses of the Fusion packages. A small statue in white matte plastic (ca 35 cm height and 20 cm wide) was used (Figure 8 ). The object was selected because it was already used to evaluate the performances of a Kinect device acquiring range maps with the OpenNi Libraries and then co-registering them to create a unique mesh model (Menna et al., 2011) . On the other hand for the test hereafter presented, the 3D model was created directly as a mesh, using the Microsoft Fusion SDK. The acquisition was realized by placing the statue on a turntable and the Kinect in a upper position looking downward. This strategy was used just to simplify the data acquisition. An ICP alignment with the scale factor estimation was performed in Cloud Compare between the obtained mesh model and the reference one, previously obtained with a triangulation scanner (Next Engine). The test was repeated several times yielding to different model versions acquired by orienting the Kinect with different view angles. The average estimated scale factor was equal to 0.9744. The final standard deviation of the alignment was equal to 1.2 mm. The presence of a scale factor is probably the sum of different effects arising from the fact that the focal length of the IR camera and the baseline between the IR camera and the projector stored in the Fusion Libraries are approximate values. The Euclidean distances between the scaled 3D mesh model of the statue, surveyed with the Kinect sensor and the reference model are shown in Figure 9 (left). The differences are shifted toward negative values in the upper part of the statue (i.e. the hair) and to positive values around the neck. In general the difference are lower than 5 mm. This systematic error persists because the Fusion model was scaled using a medium scale factor, equal to 0.9744. Observing Figure 9 (left) it is evident how the scale factor is not uniform, but it is function of the distances. Probably this effect may be reduced using the focal length of the specific sensor in use. For this reason, a second series of test was performed to evaluate the effect on the final mesh model modifying the interior orientation parameters. In the Microsoft SDK the focal length values (along x and y axes) are computed rescaling nominal focal length value (equal to 285.63 pixels) along the two image dimension while the position of the principal point is equal to (0.5;0.5) because the sensor is supposed of square sides equal to one. These parameters were corrected according to the ones estimated during the IR camera calibration procedure. With this modifications, the 3D model produced by the Kinect slightly improved and the obtained results, in terms of shortest distances, are shown in Figure 9 . It is evident how a correction of the IO parameters allows realizing a smooth model whose dimension are closest to reference one. Despite the improvement, some residual effects due to a non-correct estimation of the baseline length is still present. With the aim to better correct the data delivered by the Kinect a correction of the depth measurement was them performed: this is equal to estimate a different scale factor as a function of the distance between the camera and the object. With respect to the work presented in (Menna et al., 2011) , the accuracy of the 3D model generated with the Kinect fusion libraries seems to be lower. This is probably due to the sequential procedure used by Fusion libraries to align the point clouds. On the other hand the model is less noisy and does not present band artifacts.
Laboratory scenario
A second series of test was carried out on a larger scene with the aim to evaluate the improvements produced by depth measurement correction. This correction was implemented for each single pixel of each depth image (using a unique correction curve) that was then effectively fused to create the mesh model. The Kinect acquires images with a frame rate up to 30 fps, but not all the measured data are used. Only when a frame is completely processed the last feature frame (under the condition that the camera pose is tracking successfully) is processed.
To better appreciate the effect of the depth correction, an office corner, where the distances between the sensor and the objects were in the range 1-3 meters, was surveyed. The Kinect was held in the hands and it was translated and rotated in a small area (around 1 m 2 ) in order to obtain a complete and smooth model of the selected scene. The reference model was created with a single scan with Leica HDS7000 (with a manufacture accuracy in average of about 2mm considering the different materials present in the scene). In Figure 10 the differences with the reference model are shown. The effect of a depth correction is evident mainly for the objects more distant from the Kinect sensor, as it could be expected. In Figure 11 the differences between the reference model and the Kinect Fusion mesh with and without the corrections are shown. Applying the depth correction, the area of tolerance (represented in green) is wider and also the object more distant from the Kinect fall inside this area. It is clear that if one wants to use the Kinect to reconstruct wider indoor spaces (such as entire rooms) it is fundamental to perform a depth calibration and a depth correction of the delivered data before they are fused to create the final mesh model.
Lego storage bricks
The last test was realized surveying two Lego storage bricks stuck together. A yellow storage brik-4 (25 cm x 25 cm x 19 cm) was placed central on blue 8-brick (50 cm x 25 cm x 19 cm). A reference 3D model of the bricks was surveyed with ShapeGrabber laser scanner (with a resolution of 0.5 mm). The objects were placed on a turntable and slowly rotated in front of the Kinect sensor for multiple turns. During the acquisitions, the depth map were stored with the corresponding OE camera parameters. These parameters were then corrected with the procedure presented in the previous section 3.2 (see Figure 11 ). In Figure 12 the differences between the Kinect models (as created by the Fusion Libraries and the corrected one) and the reference model are presented. It is notable how the green areas (geometric differences smaller than 2 mm) enlarge after the application of the EO parameters correction procedure.
CONCLUSIONS
The Kinect Fusion libraries, firstly released on March 2011, allow creating in real time a smooth model of an object simply by moving the Kinect around it. These libraries have been tested under several aspects in order to understand their potentialities and weaknesses, and to evaluate whether is possible to improve them. First of all, a straightforward calibration of each sensor was performed to evaluate the accuracy and precision of the Kinect sensor. From the analysis carried out it has emerged that the Kinect sensor data show some instability during subsequent acquisition and that better results can be obtained by averaging. Then the Fusion Libraries have been tested to evaluate how much precise are the smooth models that can be easily creates using the available software. The comparisons with a 3D reference model have shown that the differences are within the range of 5 mm. It is important to underline that the delivered mesh does not require any modelling action, so the Kinect could be a very useful tool when it is necessary to quickly produce 3D not-detailed models. However, from the analysis carried out it has emerged how it is possible to obtain better results correcting both the orientation parameters (internal and external) and the depth measurements. For this reason, starting from the Kinect Fusion SDK a new software was created, implementing within the orientation parameters and the depth measurement correction. The presented results show that it is possible to interact with the Microsoft libraries and improve them applying a more rigorous and photogrammetric approach, such as camera calibration and an estimation of the error committed by the depth camera as a function of the distance. Improvements in terms of geometric accuracy are significant and interesting in particular when the Kinect is not used just a gesture recognition device. To our knowledge it is not possible to process directly the speckle pattern data: the first level where one can interact with the delivered data is the raw depth map. From the test carried out and previously discussed emerged how the depth data correction is the most influent in order to correct the systematic error that characterize the Kinect sensor. Furthermore, using the Fusion libraries the camera poses can be corrected imposing some constraints about the followed trajectory. During our tests the object were placed on a turntable and the results obtained with the estimation of an average circle are encouraging.
